June 2022 Newsletter
Just A Little Luck…

Hello friends,
I hope that this newsletter finds you well and enjoying the summer solstice. I made the
most of the recent beautiful weather by photographing ‘Overcome’ - the completed series
of kintsugi-themed paintings. From left to right you have (me), Jo, Clara, Willow, Beryl
and Rose.
What's On My Mind….
Isn’t it funny how when you focus on something you start seeing it everywhere? I had just
finished painting Willow - the final painting in the kintsugi series when I went for a walk
around Porthcawl and stumbled across this kintsugi snoopy!

Painted by Cardiff based artist Joe Davies ( @joeyzeki ) in aid of #adogstrail for the Dogs
Trust. To find more of Joe’s work search for Joey Zeki. You can also view all of the Snoopy
dogs painted on their Instagram page @dogstrust. They dogs have been on display in
Cardiff for the past few weeks. There is even an auction tonight (21st June) at the Cardiff
Coal Exchange to sell the Snoopy’s (snoopii?!) to raise funds for the charity. Further details
can be found here:
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/our-centres/cardiff/centre-updates/news/2022/a-dogstrail-auction
In other exciting news, I am waiting for a delivery of gorgeous A5 art card prints of the
whole series of kintsugi ladies. Produced with stunning raised gold foil detail these will
shortly be available to buy on my Etsy store.
What's On My Easel....
After a frantic couple of weeks of painting all day and late into the night, I have delivered 3
paintings to the Breakout gallery in Haverfordwest.

The theme for the exhibition this year is ‘Connection’ and the exhibition kicks off on
Saturday 9th July. Arthur Brooker (MD and creator of the Breakout Gallery) will be
hosting a walking tour of all the paintings - starting at 6pm in Swan Square (next to the
Welsh Bakery) and ending around 8pm. There will be a Facebook event page with further
details, so do keep an eye out on social media.
I painted 3 2ft square pieces for Breakout this year, to illustrate 3 different types of
connection - Spiritual, Romantic and Virtual. Here’s a look at them all in detail:
Spiritual Connection:

In hues of Cadbury purple and rich gold leaf, this painting seeks to appeal to an element of
spirituality in us all. Combining details of Shiva Nataraja, the Crucifixion and Vitruvian
Man, there are also other meaningful gestures placed within the portrait.

Love Doesn’t Age

As I get older, I see myself increasingly less represented in the media, and thought I’d take
this opportunity to redress the balance in some small way. Not modelled on anyone in
particular, this couple illustrate romantic connection in a positive way between an older
couple that the media rarely seems to these days.

Virtual Babel
And finally - virtual connection. An exploration of the legendary Tower of Babel and the
Internet. During the pandemic, when we were all living here in our little separate boats
weathering the same storm, the internet was both connective and isolating, comfort and
sorrow. In our modern world we have the ability to talk to people all across the world, back
to a mono-linguistic society almost. Criss-crossed by circuitry and topped by a Matrixesque brooding sky, the tower asks us to consider its impact - does it hold the power to
connect or divide us? If you look carefully, there are also quite a few social media symbols
hidden around it!
The exhibition itself runs all summer, so you have plenty of time to pop to Haverfordwest
and see them for yourself. If you do - please take a photo and tag me or Breakout Gallery in
it! Use the hashtag #breakingoutofthegallery or tag @breakout_gallery or @gembeynon

Quarterly Questions….
Not strictly art-related this month, but I have been asked this question a few times and
thought it would be a fun one to answer - I’d love to know your answers too!
If you could have a superpower, what would it be?
If I could have one superpower, it would be little luck. I would like the power to bring
other people small amounts of good luck.
For example, say you were driving to the airport to catch a flight, but you were
running late. If I was in the car with you, you’d get to the airport and find that your
flight had been delayed by half an hour. Just enough time for you to still catch the
flight.
If I bought a scratch card, I’d probably win £1, but if I bought one and gave it to you,
you’d win £50. Nothing life changing, or too dramatic, but enough to help and make
you smile. Or imagine you had lots of friends coming round and you’ve run out of
tea. If I was there, I’d have a look in the cupboard and find a small box of teabags
tucked away at the back.
My superpower would be largely un-noticed and never change people’s lives or luck
in a major way, but quietly make life a tiny bit happier and easier for people without
them realising.
What would yours be? If you would like to ask me a question for my next newsletter, just
hit reply, or email admin@gemmabeynon.com
And finally....
I’d love to reach more people with my art and my newsletter - do let your friends know
about signing up by forwarding this email or sign up link to them. There’s also a discount
voucher waiting for them when they sign up.
As a reminder - you can read all of my previous newsletters on my website by clicking on
this link. https://gemmabeynon.com/contact/
Until then, elbow bumps and a little luck to you all,
Gemma
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